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Launched in October , it was the best selling car in Europe in though it slipped to second place,
behind the Peugeot , in The Mk4 was a deliberate attempt to take the Volkswagen Golf series
further upmarket, with a high-quality interior and higher equipment levels. It was replaced in by
the Volkswagen Golf Mk5 in European markets. However, manufacturing continued in South
America, Mexico and China for developing markets until The Mk4 was sold in Japan, but
starting with this generation and subsequent generations, it no longer complied with Japanese
government dimension regulations which impose an annual tax on Japanese consumers for
owning a vehicle that exceeded the maximum width limit and this badly affected sales. The Golf
Mk4 was a significant car in the small family car sector. In fact, the quality of the Golf was
comparable with the Audi A3 , which was the first car based on this floorpan when it was
launched a year earlier, but cost considerably more than most of its competitors. The latest
model remained faithful to the Golf concept but included some of the new "arched" styling
themes first seen on the B4 Passat. Instead, they face-lifted the front bumper, fenders, grille,
and hood to resemble Mk4 Golf styling but to fit a Mk3 chassis. VW managed to incorporate
some non-structural Mk4 parts as well such as fender repeaters, headlights, side mirror caps,
rear license tag lights, 3-spoke steering wheel airbag, etc. The rear also received a redesigned
bumper with the number plate tub moved from the hatch and a Mk4 handle with a larger VW
emblem above it to resemble the rear of a Mk4 Golf. The interior largely remained the same as a
Mk3 interior save for a Mk4 style 3-spoke leather steering wheel, a textured dashboard also
known as "dimpled dash" or "shark skin dash" , heavily bolstered front seats with incorporated
side airbags, and the hazard switch relocated from the steering column to the instrument panel.
The interior lighting in the cabin was switched to the blue and red hue found in the Mk4 and
some of the more familiar Mk3 parts were chromed such as the inner door handles, emergency
brake button, door strikers, front seat belt anchors, key lock cylinders, and shifter button in
automatic transmission equipped cars. There are some technical carryovers, as well, the main
one being the immobilizer and engine computer from the Mk4 Golf being used with the older
Mk3 engine mechanicals. Although the redesigned Golf Cabriolet looks like a Mk4 Golf, it is
based on the Mk3 chassis and this causes a bit of confusion on how it should be designated.
The Volkswagen Golf Mk4 Variant was introduced in It was discontinued in , and succeeded in
by the Volkswagen Golf Mk5 Variant. Unlike the Mk3, it was offered in North America with the
"Jetta" name and front sheet metal were used. Volkswagen produced a saloon version of the
Mk4 Golf, launched around a year later. As with previous incarnations of the Golf, it had its own
identity, and this time was called the Volkswagen Bora although the name Jetta remained in
North America and South Africa. The front doors were the only body panels it shared with the
Golf. The interior, though, was almost identical to the Golf, featuring very minor styling changes
like its predecessor. However, although the Bosnian Mk4 was popular it was only available in
the local market. The R32 engine was not added to the range until much later, while the 2. The
rest of the engine line-up differed little from that of the MK3 Golf. Volkswagen made a choice of
three and five-door hatchback or a five-door station wagon available. The Golf 4 was introduced
to North America in mid Available engines for the Golf at its introduction to the American
market were a 2. The latter soon developed a reputation for good low-speed torque and fuel
economy, and can operate on alternative biofuels. In the updated 1. At the same time, the 1. The
2. For , Volkswagen opted for the relatively new 1. The top-of-the-line GLX model was equipped
with Volkswagen's torquey 2. The VR6 engine, with its narrow degree Vee design, was unique to
Volkswagen. This engine is shorter and lighter featuring a single cylinder head than other V6
engines which benefits the handling characteristics of this front-wheel drive car. For the This
engine had the same torque characteristics of the older valve version which had been carried
over from the Mk3 Golf under engine codes AAA and AFP. This had the same BHP power output
but now featured variable valve timing on the exhaust valves which allowed the engine to rev
more freely in the higher ranges and now had "coil-on-plug" ignition coils. The 1. At the time of
its launch, it wasn't confirmed whether Volkswagen was going to sell this special edition model
in the United States. Only 1, units were produced for the US market with an additional [6] for the
Canadian market. This model came painted exclusively in metallic Reflex Silver. Both the GTI
25th anniversary and the editions were equipped with many extra features not included in the
standard GTI. They included: 18x7. These models were never equipped with a sunroof as to take
the car back to its roots, the Mk1 GTI , and improve handling and performance. However, one
instance of the edition is known to have been special ordered with a sunroof. This marked the
20th anniversary of the GTI's introduction to the U. Several special features distinguish this new
GTI from the other versions, most of which were shared with the of On the outside, the 20th
Anniversary edition came with throwback red-lettered GTI logos on the left front and right rear.
The rear was also accompanied by a vintage-look chrome rabbit. Blackened headlights added a
distinctive look, while Votex front, rear, and side skirts along with a hatch spoiler and special

edition 18" OZ Aristo alloy wheels wrapped in Michelin Pilot Sports complete the exterior
transformation. Inside, a few accents were noticeable. The only option was ESP , Volkswagen's
stability control feature. All 20ths had a sunroof, black headliner, golf ball shift knob, black
leather steering wheel with silver stitching, black leather shifter boot with silver stitching,
perforated leather covered hand brake handle, and sporty black cloth Recaro bucket seats with
silver stitching accents and red GTI emblems embroidered in the middle of the back rests.
Aluminum trim came standard, complete with a numbered nameplate above the radio identifying
the exact production number US production only of the vehicle. Volkswagen's premium
8-speaker Monsoon stereo system was also standard. Upgraded disc brakes front In ,
Volkswagen produced the Golf R32 in Europe as a model year. It was the world's first
production car with a dual-clutch gearbox DSG â€” available for the German market. For the US,
Tornado Red was an available fourth colour. The distribution of US-spec R32 colours were: [10].
Although the R32 looked similar to the 20th Anniversary GTI, it shared most major components
with the 3. For the US, five thousand cars were produced and intended to be sold over a
two-year period. The allotment sold out in 13 months. The R32 is capable of kilometres per hour
It has a high resale and used-car value; the Kelley Blue Book used car retail price the price an
individual might expect to pay for one from a dealer for a model in excellent condition with low
mileage exceeds the original retail price of the car in many cases, making it one of a few recent
cars that have actually approached an increase in value. This premium can be explained mostly
due to scarcity, both of the cars themselves due to low production and importation, and
especially ones that still have low mileage. The Bora HS ended production in The Golf Mk4
continued to be produced in Brazil until In Argentina the range was available with a 1. In Chile ,
it was also sold until , with a 1. All of these are Brazilian built models, although the diesels are
only for export markets. In Brazil , the Mk4 Golf has a 1. It is available in two trim levels: the
basic Sportline model with the 1. In , Volkswagen Brazil introduced a major restyling of the
fourth generation Golf. The front takes styling cues from the current Volkswagen Polo and the
back of the car is inspired by the Golf 5. It was also sold in Canada, where it was sold alongside
the Mk5 model badged as the Rabbit. The lack of diesel models for the model year led
Volkswagen Canada to continue sales of an entry-level car that was designed as an alternative
to the TDI models for budget-minded shoppers. It was not sold in the United States. As an
entry-level alternative to the Rabbit, it offered only one engine: the 2. This was the first
entry-level car from a previous-generation car since the Eagle Vista , which was a rebadged s
Mitsubishi Mirage. Although the Golf City was dated, its attractive price enabled good sales. The
Golf City was discontinued after the model year. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Fourth
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website. The company has since evolved and grown to meet the expanding needs of
enthusiasts, but the underlying passion for innovation, performance, and quality remains. We
are dedicated to providing our customers with only the best performance products, tuning, and
service for their Audi or Volkswagen. This means you can expect knowledgeable advice and
enthusiastic customer service every time. When we aren't at work, you can find us at local car
meets, Audi Club Track Days, or at home wrenching on our own cars. As enthusiasts, we
understand the importance of a strong automotive community, and give back to the customers
that we owe our success to. We also support NorCal Audi Club , and frequently host events and
get-togethers for its members. We pride ourselves on developing the finest track-proven and
street-friendly performance upgrades for Audi and Volkswagen enthusiasts. The Motorsport
Performance Facility in Fremont, CA is home to our engineering, manufacturing, and tuning
departments. Staffed by highly-skilled enthusiasts, these departments work in unison to design,
test, build, and calibrate the latest in performance upgrades for Audi and Volkswagen
applications. Unlike other companies that merely drop-ship parts or outsource development, we
do it all under one roof to ensure that Motorsport products are the highest quality on the
market. Our passionate group of Audi and Volkswagen enthusiasts are devoted to providing the
best in dealer-alternative vehicle care, as well as high-performance aftermarket upgrades. We
employ factory trained technicians, utilize state-of the art diagnostic equipment, and provide
our customers with only the highest quality OEM and aftermarket parts. Learn More Who We
Are Motorsport was founded in with a passion for bringing motorsport-quality performance
upgrades and tuning to Audi and Volkswagen vehicles. Our Products We pride ourselves on
developing the finest track-proven and street-friendly performance upgrades for Audi and
Volkswagen enthusiasts. Connect With Us. Bolt Checkout. Auto, Truck, Marine Engines and
many more. The casting number is located on the exhaust side of the head above the exhaust
manifold. If you need to leave us information about the cylinder head features you need:
Example- The cast number is or I need the driver side head. Throughout the years, there have
been many different engines of varying power that have graced the markets. Engines for cars,
airplanes, and boats have been manufactured and used by millions. Sometimes engines can be
a deciding factor for someone looking for a car or even overlooked by those who may not
understand what the different types are and how powerful they can be. One of the biggest
names in car manufacturing is unarguably the Toyota brand. Having produced many different
recognizable cars and trucks, Toyota is a world class company in the vehicle manufacturing
and design scene. It made its start in as a modification of the Toyota Hilux Pickup and evolved
into one of the most durable and sought out SUVs on the market today in the U. While these
devices are incredibly useful, some maintenance can be required from time to time. If they
struggle with efficiency or outright break, it is essential to get them repaired to save future
headaches. One of the most important components in modern cars, the cylinder head
temperature sensor, is one example. Excellent workmanship. I have used these guys for years,
purchasing many heads and have never had a come back. Thank you for great service. Highly
recommend Clearwater Cylinder Heads have purchased two sets of heads for my business
totally satisfied with everything I love the fact they do not charge you core they give you 30
days to get the vehicle running and return the cores at their cost this is a great thing we are
corms transmissions and Complete Auto Care Monroe City Missouri will continue using
Clearwater Cylinder Heads. Tim, Thank you and your Crew for helping me out when I found
myself in a really bad situation. I will tell all my friends about you folks and your Company! CCH
does incredible work! From a valve job to a new cylinder head â€¦they are top notch! Service is
excellent, fair pricing, and a very well qualified work staff that knows their stuff! If you need a
cylinder head I recommend giving them a call!! One of the best in the industry!! Bought a head
from them via the phone, the car is running great, no flaws and they even prepaid the return
shipping. Needed a new cylinder head for my Jeep Wrangler 4. Clearwater Cylinder Head was
recommended from a Jeep thread I was following. Price was a little more than rebuilding my old
head but I was getting new valves and a better casting on the new one. Tim at Clearwater was
very helpful and explained everything thoroughly. Great service and was at my door sooner
than expected. Will use this company again and will recommend them when needed. Very happy
with Clearwater Cylinder Heads. I had a problem a head that was 4 years out of warranty and
they repaired it free
yamaha crypton x
honda motorcycle starter solenoid
used honda cb
. First class service on my purchase of 2 new cylinder heads from Clearwater Cylinder Heads.

Owner who took my order went out of his way to make sure my heads were shipped that same
day I placed the order. I am a former professional mechanic and small business owner and had
no issues what so ever with Clearwater Cylinder heads. My bucket truck is running great now.
Would buy from this company again! Select your vehicle. Select Year Select Year Select Make
Select Make. Select Model Model. Search By Vin Here. Now available, brand new heavy duty
aftermarket industrial diesel heads for heavy equipment. Easy returns days for free returns.
Easy Payments Credit Cards Available. All New Lifters for 6. All VW 2. Rated 0 out of 5. This
cylinder head is sold with a brand new cam. Recent Blog Posts. Ford Marine Engines February
17, January 26, Highly Recommend Clearwater Cylinder Heads. Great People. Dodge Intrepid.
Best in the Industry. Prepaid the Return Shipping. Repaired it Free. Bucket Truck.

